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(Anshan Gold Standard Mini Atlas)
Synopsis

A pocket sized atlas with an accompanying CD-ROM, this title is useful for those involved in medicine and health sciences from undergraduates to private practitioners, medical professionals and academics. Over the next 2 years approximately 50 titles will be published by Anshan, covering a comprehensive range of disciplines within medicine and health sciences. The full series will develop into an outstanding resource for any medical library and each individual title will be a great value-for-money addition to a personal collection, or for use as a portable reference for work or home.


APPENDICES

From the Preface

Ultrasound in antenatal screening is an essential part of the protocol for antenatal care. It is used for fetal viability and well-being but the most important part is detection of congenital anomalies. With technological advancements and newer techniques one can use this modality for early detection of anomalies. The emotional and financial stress on the parents and society can be reduced by the judicious use of the technique. One must still understand the limitations of the technique and that many advancements are yet to come. This book will help everybody who is dealing with antenatal care to interpret and understand the anomalies and give their patients specific information about what to expect. Multiple pictures for all anomalies have been given for a simple and practical understanding. It has been a sincere endeavor to make it a helpful reference book.
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